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P-IG-FRA25/08/2022
August 25, 2022

To the RC through the Chairman of the RC, Hon Elvis Kometa;
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To the ECA through the Chairman of the ECA, Rev. Apostle Micheal Nchang.
To the Ambazonian people.

STRONG CONSTITUTIONALLY BACKED RECCOMENDATION FOR RC AND ECA
TO ADDRESS GROSS MIS-PROCEDURAL IRREGULARITIES IN THE ONGOING
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION PROCESS AS AN OBLIGATORY PREREQUISITE FOR
CONTINUATION OF ELECTION-RELATED ACTIVITIES BY RC AND ECA

This is a reminder to ECA and to the RC, hence informing the Ambazonian people that, a letter
was officially mailed to the RC and ECA on August 21st, 2022, requesting as per article 7.1 of
the “Amended Electoral Modalities” to immediately address some pertinent pre-election
challenges or concerns from the Ambazonian people.
Be it know that the above mentioned letter outlined the conditions for the elections to be termed
free, fair and transparent, and that it was sent on time for ECA and the RC to act as per the
provisions of article 7.1 of the “Amended Electoral Modalities”, on the irregularities and proceed
with the election process.
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Informing the Ambazonian people that what is today termed “Amended Electoral Modalities”
breached the following procedural and constitutional expectations during the drafting, validation
and adoption phases, for it to be a binding document on 8 million Ambazonian citizens:
-The executive arm of the IG was never consulted in the drafting of the document;
-The Ambazonian people never adopted the current “Amended Electoral Modalities” through a
constituent general assembly of stakeholders, considering the non-prescription of an electoral
procedure in the current Interim Constitution.
-Be it a “law” (as was erroneously and unconstitutionally termed by the RC), be it a “bill” passed
by the RC, the current “Amended Electoral Modalities” were never assented to and signed by the
President as per the provisions of Article 9(2) iv of the Interim constitution.
Gross irregularities that can’t permit any sovereign nation or international institution to term the
election process FREE FAIR AND TRANSPARENT cannot be side-lined with the pretext of
conducting a peaceful elections as expressed by the RC, especially on a document that is
expected to portray Justice as a prevailing value of any democratic functioning system and in a
process whose outcome is expected to be binding to 8 million Ambazonian citizens for years to
come.
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The RC and ECA are therefore called upon to FIRST address the gross irregularities identified in
the electoral process BEFORE proceeding with any prescheduled election activity.
I am therefore evoking the constitutional obligation of article 9(1)b and the constitutional powers
of article 9(2)b(iv) of the Interim Constitution to advice all Ambazonian citizens against further
participation in any election related activities pending RC’s and ECA’s address and official
pronouncement on the gross irregularities that hinder the consideration of the ongoing electoral
process FREE, FAIR and TRANSPARENT.

RC still has adequate time to right the wrongs else RC and ECA will be accountable to the
Ambazonian people and to posterity for the outcome of elections conducted through a preidentified and duly notified flawed process.
We can’t endorse a flawed and unconstitutional process void of Justice and claim we are setting
precedents for a democratic nation.
I will want posterity to hold, as legacy, that this transitional government under my leadership
never endorsed a flawed electoral process whose outcome is expected to be binding on 8 Million
Ambazonian citizens for years to come.
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I once more ascertain to the Ambazonian people my strongest support for elections as a
paramount democratic value in the prosecution of our liberation struggle and confirm my
participation ONLY in a free, fair and transparent democratic presidential elections.
Our plight is based on injustice hence we can’t condone injustice in any form during the
prosecution of our liberation struggle with the pretext of accommodating peace. Where there is
Justice, there will be peace. We must follow the correct processes and procedures to ensure we
establish robust institutional and constitutional foundations upon which further generations can
be proud of.
In God we trust.
25.08.2022
Signed,

Mrs. Marianta Njomia
President, IG FRA.
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Mrs Marianta Njomia
President IG FRA

CC
-JC
-Chair of County Chairs
-ALL LGA Chairs
-Chair of CRC
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